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1. Introduction 

 The changes of extreme events under human-induced global warming 

are focused in the international scientific and political frameworks 

(IPCC AR5, 2013). 

 The Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) operationally issues reports 

on extreme climate events on a weekly basis with SYNOP messages. 

2. Data and Method 

4. APHRODITE-2 Has Started 

Asian  Precipitation – Highly Resolved 

Observational Data Integration Towards 

Evaluation of the Water Resources 

(APHRODITE’s Water Resources) 

3. Results 

#Rain gauge based dataset 

#Period: 1951 – 2007, Daily 

 Current JMA’s thresholds for extreme precipitation are fair for India, 

but tend to overestimate the number of events for Japan in summer. 

 A parametric method assuming Gamma distribution can reduce 

this overestimating bias, and moreover, evaluate thresholds with less 

uncertainty than a non-parametric one for summer. 

 As public awareness for climate changes has been growing, long-term, 

daily precipitation data sets like APHRODITE are needed for 

operational extreme climate monitoring. With those data, we can 

investigate more suitable thresholds for extreme precipitation events 

and that can lead to more reliable climate monitoring information. 

Fig. 3. (a), (b): Scatter plots of monthly mean N with JMA_Ext against monthly mean X for (a) IND and 

(b) JPN in July (summer monsoon season). Color indicates monthly mean STD_7DAY/X [%].  

(c), (d): Scatter plots of monthly mean CLIM_7DAY/X against monthly mean X. Bars indicate monthly 

mean STD_7DAY/X. Color shows monthly mean of N. Red lines are JMA_Ext/X. 
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JMA’s empirical thresholds given by (A).  

In this study we can obtain X from historical 

daily data, but in actual operation, X estimated 

from monthly climatological mean is used 

because of insufficient historical daily data.  

97 percentile values of 

target week derived 

from historical daily 

data.  

How to identify weekly extreme precipitation event? 
In this study, we regard an extreme event as a phenomenon that would 

happen once or less every 30 years. Reference values for identifying 

extreme precipitation are as below. 

… (A) 

JMA_Ext thresholds are fair for India, but tend to overestimate N for Japan in 

summer. This overestimating bias is related with relatively large interannual 

variability of 7-day precipitation for that region. 

Fig. 5. (a), (b): Seasonal march of monthly mean N’s standard deviation within (a) IND and (b) JPN (black: JMA_Ext, red: P-PCT097). (c), (d): Seasonal march of monthly mean N’s uncertainties averaged 

within (c) IND and (d) JPN (green: Nonparametric PCT097, red: Parametric PCT097). Blue lines on those figures indicate monthly mean X. 
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Fig. 4. Scatter plots of monthly mean N against monthly mean X for JPN in July (N with (a) 

NP-PCT097 and (b) P-PCT097). Dots show averages of 500-times Bootstrap resampling 

and bars indicates 95% confidence intervals estimated by the same Bootstrap. 

We compared non-parametric 

PCT097 (NP-PCT097) and 

parametric PCT097 (P-PCT097) 

with assumption of Gamma 

distribution. Both PCT097s 

improved overestimating bias, and 

moreover, P-PCT097’s uncertainty 

is less than NP-PCT097. 

How to improve? Non-parametric or Parametric? 
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http://ds.data.jma.go.jp/gmd/tcc/tcc/products/climate/index.html 

 Identification of weekly extreme 

(statistically rare) events is difficult due 

to a limited period of historical daily data. 

We have investigated more suitable 

threshold determination method for 

extreme precipitation events with 

APHRODITE’s daily precipitation 

dataset (e.g., Yatagai et al. 2012) .  

Fig. 1. An example of JMA’s weekly 

report on global extreme climate events. 

APHRODITE-2 for “Extreme Events” 

X: climatological mean of 29-day 

precipitation centered at target week 

N: The numbers of weekly extreme 

precipitation event from 1951–2017. 

Fig. 2. Target areas for this research. Dots show 

monthly mean of CLIM_7DAY [mm] for July. 
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CLIM_7DAY: Climatological mean of 7-

day precipitation 

STD_7DAY: Standard deviation of 7-day 

precipitation associated with interannual 

variability. 

We define climatological mean as 57-
years mean from 1951 through 2007. 
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